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Erosion by dissolution, experiments and modelling 
 

Subject: Landscapes are shaped under water flows and wind action, and the understanding of their morphodynamics goes 

through the identification of the physical mechanisms at play. The processes of erosion of sediment composed of 

macroscopic grains have been extensively studied, which is not the case of the erosion by dissolution. However, this 

process plays a significant role in area covered by a dissoluble mineral like in Karst regions and is the cause of the 

formation of remarkable patterns (limestone pavements, scallops, dissolution grooves, dissolution pinnacles, limestone 

forests…) with characteristic length scales. We propose in this internship, by the mean of controlled laboratory 

experiments, to study the morphogenesis of dissolution patterns. The dissoluble media and the hydrodynamic flows will 

be tuned to downscale the characteristic size and time of the involved processes from geological values to « laboratory » 

values. Thanks to quantitative measurements of the flow and of the topography of eroded surfaces, we will identify the 

driving elementary physical mechanisms and thus develop mathematical models, with the aim to explain complex 

geological systems and to predict the long term evolution of landscapes. 

In this internship, the student will develop in the group, one or several model experiments, reproducing dissolution erosion 

phenomenon. To decrease the timescales, fast dissolving materials like sugar, salt and plaster will be used. 

Hydrodynamical properties of the flows will be characterized and the 3D shape evolution of eroded surfaces will be 

recorded. A first project consists in studying erosion patterns of dissoluble plates submitted to a water current. Experiments 

will be performed in close collaboration with Sylvain Courrech du Pont. In the following of the research project, 

dissolution phenomena could be modeled using numerical simulations (finite elements methods) in collaboration with 

Julien Derr at MSC. 
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Condensed Matter Physics: YES      Macroscopic Physics and complexity: YES 

Quantum Physics:  NO  Theoretical Physics: NO 
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